
H E A L T H C A R E



Smart  E lect ron ic  Bed

Back support frame is pushed when backrest is raised; leg support frame is pushed
toward the legs when lower part is raised. The distance between backrest and leg
rest, that is the interval located at the pelvic area; is extended to a maximum of
163mm, distributing pressure and providing comfort for the patient.

Safety & Convenience



Smart  E lect ron ic  Bed Functional units can be combined into various layouts, allowing the user to create a healing
environment that is suited to the size and nature of the space.

3-motor standard type



Chai r  Bed

A chair bed with a 
folding frame provides a 
comfortable bed for the 
patient’s guardian to 
rest on. A comfortable 
chair by day, a soft bed 
by night, the chair bed 
enhances space 
efficiency.

Bed for guardian use



Examinat ion Desk



Examinat ion Table

Space below the examination table allows doctors and
nurses to sit comfortably. It is also useful to store items such
as patient chairs and trashcans.



Sa lus
Patient Seating

PSSA01 - High back chair with headrest

PSSA02 - High back chair with arms & headrest

Salus comprises an integral skin Medipur™ PU
with soft, pressure sensitive seat and an outer
impermeable surface with anti-microbial
finish. Simple, clean lines, with only five parts,
all carefully designed to aid infection control
whilst providing excellent ergonomic comfort.



Per ry

Ergonomically designed posture back for
head/lumbar support. Medicote anti-
bacterial finish for infection management.
Maximum load 160kg (25 stone). Sacral gap
for cleaning/access as standard. Removable
seat option. Pressure management seat
options. High performance vinyl options;
anti-microbial, waterproof, stain resistant,
5% bleach cleanable.

Patient Seating

743 - High back drop arm chair

730 - High back chair



Matr i x  P lus  Manual/ Electric recliner

Electric and Manual recliner. Modern
design with innovative infection control
features. High back, fixed seat height care
solution with adjustable head support.
Patient transfer with 300mm
front/125mm rear castors. Full tilt-in-
space recline. Carer operated recline.
Manual locking leg support. Arms stay in
position and are independent of recline.
Fold away arms for patient transfer/hoist
access. PU armrests. Modern graphite
colour (with green or orange headrest).
Anti-tilt footrest (lowers to floor when
weight applied). 25% backrest recline.
Seat synchronously reclines 10% for tilt-in-
space.

Patient Seating



Woodcote 4

In a range of practical, waterproof fabric
and vinyl options and with superior
comfort, our range of recliners is designed
to offer the utmost comfort, whatever the
environment. Weston is designed for use
in both hospital and residential care home
environments.

Patient Seating

REMA01 Matrix Plus Manual recliner

REMA02 Matrix Plus Electric recliner



M Ser ies

The M Series represents the fusion of
minimalistic Danish design and spring
adjustment. As technology trends drive lighter
task loads, the M Series becomes the more
relevant ergonomic alternative to electric,
counterbalance or pneumatic adjustable tables.
All models are available in three column options
— Light, Medium, Heavy — and each column
offers a height range of 27.5” - 44”.

Foldable/Fixed non-electric table



So l i s

The result of an intensive, multi-year research and
development process, Solis is one of the most advanced
seating designs ever created for healing environments.

Using evidence-based design, Solis has been created to
address the complex criteria cited by specifiers, patients
and caregiving staff for furnishing healthcare facilities.

Patient & Guest Seating

Features & Benefits:

 Anti-Microbial Finish
 Clean Out Feature
 Removable Seat/ Back Covers
 Flex Back
 High Density Foam
 Replaceable Components
 Wall Saver
 Urethane Arm
 Splashguard
 Wood Side Rail  Option



So l i s

The result of an intensive, multi-year research and
development process, Solis is one of the most advanced
seating designs ever created for healing environments.

Using evidence-based design, Solis has been created to
address the complex criteria cited by specifiers, patients
and caregiving staff for furnishing healthcare facilities.

Patient Seating & Tables

Features & Benefits:

 Anti-Microbial Finish
 Clean Out Feature
 Removable Seat/ Back Covers
 Flex Back
 High Density Foam
 Replaceable Components
 Wall Saver
 Urethane Arm
 Splashguard
 Wood Side Rail  Option



So l i s

The result of an intensive, multi-year research and
development process, Solis is one of the most advanced
seating designs ever created for healing environments.

Using evidence-based design, Solis has been created to
address the complex criteria cited by specifiers, patients
and caregiving staff for furnishing healthcare facilities.

Multiple Seating

Features & Benefits:

 Anti-Microbial Finish
 Clean Out Feature
 Removable Seat/ Back Covers
 Flex Back
 High Density Foam
 Replaceable Components
 Wall Saver
 Urethane Arm
 Splashguard
 Wood Side Rail  Option



Amel io

Amelio Sleep Sofa was designed for use with all floor
plans, even the most challenging spaces. The flip-down
sleep surface instantly transforms this sofa into a full-
length sleeper, without encroaching at all on the
footprint of the room, and without any mechanical
operation. Sleep surface cushions are held in place with
accessible straps - so that they are removable for
cleaning and repair, but the cushions will stay in place
when the unit is in use.

Sleep Sofa

Features & Benefits:

 Fold Down Sleeping Surface
 Storage Compartment
 Castors or Leg Option
 Armed or Armless
 Plinth Base
 Latex Free
 Clean Out
 Steel Mechanisms and All Replaceable Parts
 CAL 133 Moisture Barrier
 Urethane or Wood Arm Caps

Amelio



Murphy

Murphy beds are solutions for space saving.
With minimal room for visitors and furnishings in
hospital rooms today, when the patient is not
resting, this is a great way to save space. This
also allows patient room floors to be cleaned
with ease.

Space Saving Beds

Features & Benefits:

 H2110mm x W1030mm x D410mm
 Single, Super Single, Queen Size Options
 Accommodates Singapore Sized Mattresses 

(910mm  x 1900mm), Sold Seperately
 Floor Space Utilized – 2260mm x 1030mm
 Catch Holding Point – 70 Degrees
 Mechanism Legs Automatically Synchronize with 

Bed  when Opening
 Solid Metal Frame



Jordan

Jordan Recliner mechanisms are designed for high-
traffic, intensive use in care-giving environments.
They are built with high-strength steel, and include
Delrin™ wear pads between moving components for
added smoothness and longevity. The Patient
Transfer Arm is designed to fold down where the
arm is level with the chair seat. This design allows
the caregiver to easily transport patients from the
chair to bed. The arm is folded down by accessing
the adjustment lever at the side of the chair. The
tablet has the ability to slide up and fold over and
rotates 180º. The break away design allows for the
tablet to be pushed away from the patient quickly in
case of an emergency.

Recliners



T ranqu i l i t y

Tranquility is the result of extensive consultation with
some of the industry’s most knowledgeable specifiers
of treatment space, along with facilities and caregiving
staff in this specialized area. Its designed to create
cancer and other treatment environments that are
highly efficient and functional for caregivers to work in
- but most of all, to make treatment for the patient as
humane as possible. For oncology and other infusion
spaces, as well as renal dialysis and other treatment
areas, Tranquility is an evidence-based design that
provides a highly efficient and functional work
environment for the caregiver. But more than anything
else, Tranquility is about the patient. Chemotherapy
and other treatments require comfortable, restful,
soothing and cheerful space - Tranquility has been
thoughtfully and carefully designed to provide this,
most importantly by giving the patient some control
over their environment. Simple adjustments to the
degree of privacy, easy access to entertainment
options and personal effects, and the use of materials
that evoke nature - all are integral elements of
successful treatment and recovery.

Infusion Bays



600G

Glasswall 600G is the double glazed operable partitions
combining the transparent aesthetic as well as excellent
acoustic performance. By bringing daylight into every
partitioned room, transparent glass creates a bright and
stylish environment to your space and it is also an eco-friendly
solution to save lighting power and cost.

Operable wall



Singapore
MTM Solutions Pte Ltd 
85 Playfair Road, 01-01 & 02-01 , Tong Yuan Building Singapore 368000
Phone: +65 6438 0692 Fax: +65 6438 0693

Hong Kong
MTM Solutions Ltd
1301, 13/F, Wanchai Commercial Centre, 194 Johnston Road, 
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Phone: +852 2520 6968 Fax: +852 2861 3468
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MTM Workplace Solutions Pvt Ltd
Mumbai: 58/270, Mittal Estate, Near Maroi Naka, Andheri-Kurta Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai 400059.  Phone: +91 22 4245 4647 Fax: +91 11 4183 0224

Indonesia
PT. MTM Solutions
Phone: +62 (21) 2751 6779
Fax: +62 (21) 8886 8755

Malaysia  
MTM Solutions Sdn Bhd
Phone: +60 15 4877 0942

OUR LOCATIONS

mtmsolution.com


